
All We Have Is Now

Robin Gibb

Innocent and hungry souls
Hallowed be the name
Charity and empty words
Hypocrisy and shame
In the image of God above
It's time to sound the bell
Cause in the end we still pretend
There's a reason to believe
That the answer's heaven sent
But it's harder to achieve
The less is done, the more immense
We no longer live a lie

All we have is now
As we fly through space and time
We're only visitors
And nothing's by design
Life is always new

And people make a change
Cause like a spark is to the flame
And I'll be beside you
Cause all we have is now

Tyrany and ruthless hearts
Will always rule the earth
Promises and justice
That hold very little worth
It takes one man to tear the truth
Wide open in this world
And as they grow, the children know
In a free world growing cold
There's a new wind blowing

For a future generation
In a voice that's loud and clear
In a future without fear

All we have is now
As we fly through space and time
We're only visitors
And nothing's by design
Fiction's not so strange
But people make a change
Like a spark is to the flame
And I'll be there right beside you
Cause all we have is now

We can never see tomorrow
Blinded by the past
The time goes by so fast
Mistakes are made before ours
Forever end the moments
And the treasure's there for us to share
And what I'm waiting for

All we have is now
As we fly through space and time



We're only visitors
And nothing's by design
Fiction's not so strange
We can make a change
Like a spark is to the flame
And I'll be there right beside you
Cause all we have is now.
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